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Abstract: This paper describes how the Value Lab is a) developed and b) used
in education, research and workshops for (1) Interactive urban design and
scenario planning that includes methods to support concurrent collaborative
urban design over distances, and scenario planning based on defined case
studies; (2) Visualization techniques for the detection and prediction of changes
in urban environments; (3) Knowledge transfer to synthesize, interact with and
communicate essential knowledge and findings from an array of disciplines for
decision making, education, training, demonstration, and public discussions.
Keywords: Urban planning; information architecture; multi-touch displays;
simulation; city modeling.
Introduction
The Value Lab (Figure 1) represents an interactive
front-end to the simulation infrastructure for the
design, modelling, visualization, and analysis of future cities at ETH Zurich (Halatsch and Kunze, 2007).
It consists of a physical space with state-of-the art
hardware and software components as well as of
intuitive human-computer interaction devices. The

platform forms the basis for knowledge discovery
and representation of potential transformations of
the urban environment, using time-based scenario
planning techniques in order to test the impact of
varying parameters on the constitution of cities. This
helps researchers and planners combine existing realities with planned propositions, and overcome the
multiplicity (GIS, BIM, CAD) and multi-dimensionality
of the data sets representing urban environments.

Figure 1
The Value Lab represents the
interface to advanced city
simulation techniques and
acts as the front-end of the
ETH Simulation Platform
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Future Cities – as a synonym for evolving medium-size and mega-cities – can be interpreted as
networks that encompass dynamic properties and
attributes operating on different spatial scales with
instant stimuli on dimensions like social, cultural and
economic measures. Infrastructures and the environment have to be adapted in response to the fast
growth rate of mega cities like Shanghai. New sustainable urban development strategies have to be
elaborated. Especially on a long-term view, the quality of life in mega cities has to be ensured. Planners,
designers, officials and the public are challenged to
understand, to plan, and to communicate the effects of increasing demands regarding the use and
the forms of energy or the consumption of natural
resources as well as high expectations on transportation and communication infrastructure. Therefore,
for large scale planning projects it is crucial to avoid
missing links between experts and laypersons. Because of the inherent complexity and its dynamic
manner, it is difficult to perceive, to represent, and to
communicate sophisticated problems or solutions.
Needed are interdisciplinary and combined skills
from Computer Science, Environmental Studies, Sociology, Design, Communication, Urban Planning,
Strategic Management, Architecture, Aesthetics,
and feedback from the general public. Visualization
methods are a key criterion for creating a common
ground for all participants. But today’s urban planning and urban design still rely mainly on static
representations (e.g. key visuals, 3D models). Since
the planning context and its data (for example scenario simulations) are dynamic, visual representations need to be dynamic and interactive, too. The
proposed collaborative design environment shows
how the combination of concepts for hardware, software and interaction can help to manage digital assets and simulation feedback as well as promoting
visual insights from urban planners to associated
stakeholders in a human-friendly computer environment (Fox, 2000). Recent interaction techniques
are therefore combined with real-time 3D graphics
visualization and simulation technologies. In more
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detail, the lab itself consists of several high-resolution large area displays. They are equipped with
touch interface capabilities that give users the freedom to manipulate urban planning data and objects
interactively. The screen space of 16 mega pixels in
total is connected to a supercomputer and enables
users to present several analysis and visualization
results simultaneously while not being restricted to
a certain operation system or proprietary technologies. The paper explains how the complexity of this
kind of computing setups can be masked with a simple graphical control system while gaining flexibility
and access to the system for the untrained user. Important for the collaboration over long distances we
present techniques that enable users to connect to
the screen space with minimal requirements, such
as a computer with network connection. Finally, we
show comprehensive examples from research, application, and teaching that have been already realized
with the technology of the Value Lab. The endeavor
of this paper is to found a shared vision, to map the
desires of the involved participants and to contribute the challenge of participatory planning processes with the help of the urban planning platform
Value Lab.

Overview
The Value Lab is integrated into the ETH Simulation
Platform framework, which consists of dedicated
soft- and hardware. The Value Lab provides access to
state of the art software and hardware technology
for interactive large scale city modeling in order to
overcome today’s shortcomings (Halatsch, 2008). In
the following Chapter 2 we will give an overview on
the related work. The paper states in Chapter 3 the
specification of the requirements that resulted in
the design of the Value Lab, in Chapter 4 the unique
hardware setting, in Chapter 5 the authors discuss
the integration of standard software as well as customized software for the collaborative planning of
urban designs, and Chapter 6 poses use case examples and retrospectives of teaching and research
events in the years 2008 and 2009. Finally, in Chapter

7 we give conclusions and give an outlook on future
work.

Related work
We adapted the systems described by Aschwanden
et al. (2008), Halatsch et al. (2008), Ulmer et al. (2007),
and Müller et al. (2006) for the use in the ETH Value
Lab. For more details on the used shape grammar
system please refer to Müller et al. (2006). For an
extensive overview on crowd animation systems
please refer to Magnenat-Thalmann (2004). Display
and Interaction Systems had been quite recently
explored by Gross et al (2003). Examples of roomsized multi-projector displays such as six planar display walls include the CAVE™ and tiled display walls,
such as the PowerWall are often limited in contrast
ratios and daylight use. Multi-user experiences and
direct-on-display surface interaction of the systems
described above are quite unclear. We discard active and passive 3D screens and projection-based
systems in favor of touch interfaces and to establish
multi-user setups. The final design of the ETH Value
Lab had been strongly influenced by the term Information Architecture described by Schmitt (1999)
and Engeli (2001). For more information please refer
to Burkhard (2006), Halatsch and Kunze (2007).

Requirements and solutions for a
collaborative simulation environments
Mega cities have to be understood as a dynamic system - a network that bridges different scales, such
as local, regional, and global scales. Since such a
network comprises several dimensions, for example
social, cultural, and economic dimensions it is necessary to connect active research, project management and urban planning as well as communication
with the public for example to establish a mutual
vision, or to map the desires of the involved participants. Such a system has to be capable to simulate
and to offer interactive visualization for large urban
environments. In this manner evaluation purposes

like the simulation of occupant movement has to be
included, and high quality real-time visualization of
the simulation results has to be established which
has been implemented into the present work. Most
urban data sets are associated with GIS databases.
Therefore we propose a GIS-based project management software (Halatsch et al, 2008) that is easy to
use with touch gestures and works in large-scale
multi-screen setups.
On the visualization system side a large-scale
multi-screen setup equipped with multi-touch technology is needed to establish direct and interactive
manipulation of urban data. Besides that the presented approach is connected to online and graphic
computing resources that are situated outside the
presentation room to establish a user-friendly environment. At the same time all possible configuration
data is brought to the user within a few fingertips
through simplified user interface of the resource
control system. An architectural interior design that
follows principles of an information architecture is
aimed to govern the processes and workflows within
in a collaborative working setup and takes care of
the usability of the display and interaction system.
A major milestone presents the accessibility both
of our environmental simulation and our GIS-based
project management system from one large-scale
interactive display space. The explorable screen size
and available human computer interaction methods
of today’s office and meeting rooms installation are
focused to fulfill single user requirements. A multiscreen setup can drastically enhance collaboration
and participatory processes by keeping information
present to all attendees for example of an urban
housing workshop. Therefore, we promote such a
configuration and complete it with full multi-touch
support for direct on screen interaction. The corresponding hardware has to be open to standard software while delivering full computing and graphics
performance. The system has to be easy to operate
for average skilled computer users. The authors developed the ETH Value Lab as a new example for collaboration and interaction in an architectural space.
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Figure 2
Left: The Value Lab is connected via glass fiber connections and standard copper cable connections with the computing resources inside the
server room in the basement.
Right: The user interface for
the room control simplifies
the access to configuration
through direct touch execution of common use cases

Special components such as large area multi-touch
displays enhance collaboration no matter if users
are present within the ETH Value Lab or are connected to it via network infrastructure from outside.
An advanced architectural design is vital for a complete understanding of the workflows within such a
special location. The authors analyzed the different
states of operation on a hardware layer as well as on
an abstracted layer that is visible to the users.

A pragmatic hardware setup for the
collaborative planning of future cities
The ETH Value Lab (approximately 8 m in width, 10
m in length, 6 m in height) consists of one display
table that is equipped with two (2) 65 inches LCD
screens. Furthermore it offers a large interactive display board (figure 1), which has implemented three
(3) LCD-screens where each one measures 82 inches
in diameter. Both, the display table and the display
board features multi-touch screen overlays to enable
users to work with contents directly and interactively. The system is tightly coupled and connected via
fiberglass to the online and graphical computing
platform in the basement of the building (see figures
2, left). A special challenge was the stable transmission of USB 2.0 signals to the computing resources
– running 80 meters of cable. Additionally, three
FullHD projectors are installed. Two projectors form
a concatenated high-resolution projection display
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with 4 Megapixel in resolution. That configuration
will be used for real-time landscape visualization.
The third projector delivers associated views for
videoconferencing, presentation and screen sharing. A sophisticated multi-channel sound system is
in charge of videoconference and echo-cancelation
demands as well as over traditional audio playback
needs. The computing resources, display and interaction system produces a tremendous amount of
possible configurations especially in combination
with the connected computing resources. Therefore,
the system had to fulfill strong criteria’s in usability
and for ergonomics. The whole system is operated
through activities the user selects via a touch panel.
They describe common use cases of the ETH Value
Lab. Activities can be easily customized since we rely
on the AMX touch controller protocol. As an effect
users do not need to care about certain states of the
system and single components like turning single
displays and computers on and off. Most of the system resources like computers and operating systems
are abstracted (figures 2, right). The user perceives
the system through an abstracted layer as a holistic
system that behaves like a standard computer with
a standard operation system and application. The
system manages all computing resources, operation
systems, displays, inputs, storage and backup functionality in the background as well as lighting conditions and different ad hoc user modes.

Figure 3
As a result a change of use for
an abandoned military in the
outskirts of Zurich with the
tools available through the
Value Lab

A software tool chain for collaborative
simulation environments
In this section we present ongoing research projects
in the branch of environmental simulation that contribute as design tools for the development of future
cities in the ETH Value Lab. They can be understood
as a first starting point to guide and visualize longterm planning processes while intensifying the focus
on the optimization of infrastructures (e.g., transportation, water, communication systems) and buildings through new concepts, new technologies and
new social behaviors to cut down CO2 emissions,
energy consumption, traffic load, and to increase the
quality of life (Figure 3).
The first project explores how shape grammars
can be integrated into the urban design process. We
extended a system called CityEngine that now can
be used to visualize master planning scenarios in
high polygonal resolution. We included the ability to
describe hierarchical urban design patterns. The system had been initially introduced by Parish and Müller (2001) for the production of city-like structures
and computer generated architecture by Müller et
al (2006) and is now available as a commercial product from Procedural Inc. (http://www.procedural.
com). We adapted this system into a framework for

grammar-based planning of urban environments
to be used inside the ETH Value Lab. For more information on the use of shape grammar tools in urban
planning we like to refer the reader to Halatsch et al
(2008). The generated data can be easily exported
from the CityEngine to real-time scene graph applications like Autodesk Showcase. With Showcase for
example stakeholders can easily explore different
design variations and compare different 3D models
side by side. The application further features an intuitive and touch screen capable user interface for
the navigation through 3D scenes.
Our second research project deals with an implementation based on the Massive crowd animation software (Aschwanden et al, 2008). Our method
aims to analyze synthetic architectural mid-scale
urban models and inherent spatial configurations
in a virtual environment with agents that represent
typical occupants of the considered area. Standard
3D geometry serves as a design input that will be
evaluated with adapted agents for urban simulation.
The outcomes are specific visualization maps showing the movement, residence time, and the density
of crowds in a certain area over time, 3d animations
that can be easily explored in real-time, and animated footages for each agent and or agent groups.
The third project deals with cooperative
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planning approaches. It is very challenging to establish a shared understanding among the involved
partners of a planning project. The focus of this project lies therefore on the integration of GIS functionality along with project management tool behavior
and simple user interaction paradigms like design
sketching and image annotation as well as roadmap
drafting. The working title is “Future City Designer”
(FCD) and is customized for the ETH Value Lab. The
software allows to add background images of the
planned area and to include individual elements on
different layers. Such elements are: projects, reference images, texts, sketches, and project members
as well as tasks. In addition to FCD promising tools
like Prezi (http://www.prezi.com) can be efficiently
used to create and run content presentations that
rely on the touch capable zoomable user interface
(ZUI) paradigm, which is based on a fractal 2D landscape with an infinite level of detail.

and their effects to research, education, and practical implementation. They used the Value Lab (Figure
4) as a collaborative place where they can gather
their ideas and concepts together in a collaborative
manner. In this meeting it turned out that for a larger
group of participants unidirectional presentations
steered by one or more moderators tend to be ideal
while keeping the possibility alive to comment and
affect the workshop immediately.

Selected exemplary teaching and
research events in the Value Lab

Elective course “Collaborative City Design” –
Spring semester 2009

The following examples represent an excerpt from
several research and teaching activities inside the
Value Lab. We will focus on urban modeling and
simulation.

Workshop “New Methods in Urban
Simulation”, November 2008
In November 2008 about thirty international researchers from the eCAADe community came together to discuss future trends in urban simulation
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Elective course “Cityengine” – Fall semester
2008
During fall semester 2008 students experimented
with the analysis and configuration of existing city
structures. After a visual analysis of a design they
implemented their solution in CGA shape – the
language used by the CityEngine to interprete and
generate 3D geometry. They used the Value Lab for
discussing and presenting their findings (Figure 5).

In spring semester 2009 students researched how to
establish design proposals in a more collaborative
manner – in this case an abandoned Swiss military
airport in Duebendorf. They set up an interactive
shape grammar model, which had been implemented with the CityEngine. Tools like Prezi had been
used for the concept visualization (Figure 6). A realtime visualization implemented in Showcase helped
drastically to understand design interventions. Both
applications are capable to work as a touch-screen
software.

Figure 4
New methods in urban simulation workshop, November
2008

Figure 5
Left: Student analysis of a
Tokyo district. Mid: Tokyo
district reconstruction done
by students. Right: Student
group presenting their work
inside the Value Lab

Figure 6
Left: Project presentation
with Prezi (http://www.prezi.
com). Right: Real-time model
of Duebendorf

Seminar week “Ville Contemporaine” – Spring
semester, 2009

Conclusion and future work

A group of students reconstructed in a grammarbased approach the modern utopia “Ville contemporaine” by Le Corbusier. The results had been edited
that the complete city scape can represented inside
the Value Lab and discovered in real-time (Figure 7).

For special studios and interactive simulations installations like the ETH Value Lab will be the dominating
environment as it offers software and hardware that
will become affordable and mainstream in the coming decade.

Figures 7
Left: Master plan from inside
Showcase. Right: Detailed
grammar-based building
model
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This article discussed how today’s urban design
tasks could be significantly enhanced in planning,
understanding, and communicating future cities,
especially when different stakeholders are involved.
The paper described techniques that can help to
solve urban planning issues: It introduced new workflow strategies in environmental simulation, which
bring together insights from simulation and discussion in order to establish a participatory planning
process. Because of the rising demands on multiuser usability and participatory information manipulation we introduced the ETH Value Lab’s display and
interaction system, which is strongly embedded into
an architectural designed space with the necessary
attributes for ergonomics and architectural quality.
We expect plenty of future research that will stick to
our framework regarding workflow issues and psychology, the mapping between simulation results
and real-world data, adding simulation-based city
layout optimization as well as object oriented urban
design.
We would like to thank Gideon Aschwanden,
Remo Burkhard, Martina Maldaner Jacobi and Christian Schneider for their continuing support and for
many helpful discussions as well as the review team
and our students from the elective courses and seminar weeks in fall 2008 and spring 2009.
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